Abstract: In this paper, the leader-following consensus algorithm, which is accompanied with compensations related to neighboring agents' delayed states, is constructed for second-order multi-agent systems with communication delay. Using frequency-domain analysis, delay-independent and delay-dependent consensus conditions are obtained for second-order agents respectively to converge to the dynamical leader's states asymptotically. Simulation illustrates the correctness of the results.
Introduction
Coordination control mechanism of distributed multiple autonomous agents exists commonly in social, nature and engineering applications. As one of the hottest issues in multi-agent systems, consensus problem, which requires the several autonomous agents reach a state agreement in a distributed cooperative manner, has stimulated more and more research interests recently in various research fields, such as physics, artificial intelligence, automatic control, etc.
Communication delays related to information transmission cannot be neglected in multi-agent network, and consensus algorithms with communication delays are usually divided into synchronously-coupled and asynchronously-coupled forms. In synchronously-coupled form, each agent introduce self-delays, which equal the corresponding communication delays, in the coordination control part. In asynchronously-coupled form, each agent uses its current state, or its delayed state with the delay different from the corresponding communication delay to compare with its delayed neighboring agents' states.
Convergence of synchronously-coupled consensus algorithm depends on communication delay strictly for multi-agent systems under fixed [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] or switched topologies [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . To our great delight, the first-order and second-order agents with stationary consensus algorithms in the asynchronously-coupled form can be robust to arbitrary communication delays by choosing proper control parameters [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . However, under dynamical consensus algorithm composed of the position and velocity consensus coordination parts, asynchronously-coupled form just drives the second-order agents to achieve a stationary consensus, and the consensus convergence is strictly dependent on the communication delay [23, 24] .
To make second-order agents with dynamical consensus algorithm in asynchronously-coupled form get the original dynamical consensus, delayed-compensation consensus algorithms have been proposed in [25] [26] [27] [28] . Liu et al. designed the delay-dependent compensations based on the information of global desired objective for each agent, and obtained delay-independent consensus condition for second-order multi-agent systems [25] [26] [27] . Liu and Liu [28] constructed compensations for normal asynchronously-coupled consensus algorithm based on neighboring agents' delayed states, and gained delay-dependent sufficient conditions for second-order multi-agent systems with communication delay under a general digraph. The results in [28] have demonstrated that asynchronously-coupled consensus algorithm accompanied with delay-dependent compensations can tolerate higher communication delay than synchronously-coupled consensus algorithm.
In this paper, leader-following consensus algorithm composed of the position and velocity consensus coordination parts is constructed to make second-order agents converge to a dynamical leader. The leader-following algorithm in asynchronously-coupled form is accompanied with compensations on neighboring agents' delayed states, but does not require each agent to get leader's states. Using frequency-domain analysis, we obtain delay-independent sufficient condition for second-order agents to converge to the dynamical leader's states asymptotically. Then, delay-dependent sufficient conditions are obtained for the multi-agent systems with communication delay under general digraph based on linear fractional transformation and small-gain theorem.
Problem Formulation

Agent's Dynamics
Investigate the second-order dynamic agents:
where x i ∈ R, v i ∈ R, and u i ∈ R denote the position, velocity and acceleration, respectively, of the agent i. In addition, the leader's dynamics are modelled as
where x 0 ∈ R denotes the position, and v 0 ∈ R is a constant denoting the desired velocity for all agents (1) . As a typical control method, leader-following consensus algorithms have been extensively adopted to solve the stationary and dynamical consensus problems for multi-agent systems, and abundant results have been achieved in the past decade [5, 6, 25, 26, [29] [30] [31] [32] . Under the leader-following coordination control structure, the agents' states are required to converge to the leader's states asymptotically, i.e.,
Interconnection Topology
Interconnection topology of multi-agent systems is usually described as a digraph. Agents can be considered as the nodes of a digraph, while the information flow between neighboring agents is regarded as a directed edge between the neighboring nodes of the digraph.
A weighted digraph G = (V, E, A) of order n is composed of a set of vertices V = {1, · · · , n}, a set of edges E ⊆ V × V and a weighted adjacency matrix A = [a ij ] ∈ R n×n with a ij ≥ 0. The node indexes belong to a finite index set I = {1, · · · , n}. A directed edge from the node i to the node j of the diagraph G is denoted by e ij = (i, j) ∈ E. We assume that the adjacency elements associated with the edges of the digraph are positive, i.e., a ij > 0 ⇔ e ij ∈ E. Moreover, we assume a ii = 0 for all i ∈ I. The set of neighbors of node i is denoted by N i = {j ∈ V : (i, j) ∈ E}. The Laplacian matrix of the weighted digraph G is defined as
In the digraph, if there is a path from one node i to another node j, then j is said to be reachable from i. If a node is reachable from every other node in the digraph, then we say it globally reachable.
Delayed-Compensation Consensus Algorithm
For second-order agents (1), we take following consensus algorithm similar to that in [5, 25] 
where κ > 0, γ > 0, N i denotes the neighbors of agent i, a ij > 0 is adjacency element of A in the digraph G = (V, E, A), and b i denotes the linking weight from agent i to the leader (2) . Assume that b i > 0 if there is a directed edge from agent i to the leader; otherwise, b i = 0. In the rest of the paper, the notation B = diag{b i , i ∈ I} is used.
With non-negligible communication delay, the algorithm (3) in asynchronously-coupled form becomes
where τ > 0 is the communication delay between neighboring agents. [28] , desired target [25] and dynamical leader [26, 27] were added to consensus algorithm in order to remain the original control objective. The compensation constructed in this paper is similar to that in [28] , but we just add compensation to position coordination part:
where 
For leader-following structure, we come to the following property from Lemma 2 in [25] and Lemma 3 in [29] . Lemma 1. Assume that the interconnection topology graph of n agents together with the leader in system (6) has the leader as a globally reachable node. Then, the matrix L + B has no zero eigenvalues, and D + B > µI where µ > 0, and L is the Laplacian matrix of the interconnection topology of n agents without leader.
, and we geṫ 
hold for ω ∈ R, whereσ(·) denotes the largest singular value of matrix.
Before proving Theorem 1, we introduce the following lemma firstly. , i.e., λ(M 1 (jω)), does not enclose the point (−1, j0) for ω ∈ R, where λ(·) denotes the matrix eigenvalue. Since
hold for ω ∈ (0, ∞), we obtain from Lemma 2 and the condition (9) that
holds for ω ∈ (0, ∞), where ρ(·) denotes matrix spectral radius. Hence, λ(M 1 (jω)) does not enclose the point (−1, j0) for all ω ∈ R, i.e., the roots of the characteristic Equation (10) all lie on the open left half of the complex plane. Therefore, the closed-loop system (7) is asymptotically stable, and the agents in (6) converge to the leader's states asymptotically. Theorem 1 is proved. [2, 3, 7] . However, the delay-independent sufficient condition (9) is effective for second-order multi-agent systems with proper interconnection topology and coupling weights, but not for all interconnection topologies that have the leader as a globally reachable node.
Remark 3. The result in Theorem 1 demonstrates that the delay robustness of delayed-compensation leader-following algorithm (5) is much better than that of synchronously-coupled consensus algorithm, since convergence of synchronously-coupled consensus algorithm always depends on communication delay strictly from existing works
Remark 4. Assume that the interconnection topology of n agents and a leader in system (6) has the leader as a globally reachable node, and each agent just has one direct path to reach the leader. For simplicity, we can assume that the direct edge from agent i to j satisfies i > j, and we get
A =       0 0 · · · 0 a 32 0 · · · 0 . . . . . . · · · . . . a n2 a n3 · · · 0       .
Then, we can obtain
ρ(M 1 (jω)) = ρ(diag{ κ(−1 + e −jmτω − e −j(m−1)τω − jγω) −ω 2 + κ(d i + b i )(1 + jγω) }A) = 0 < 1,
since the eigenvalues of A are all equivalent to zero. Therefore, all the agents in system (6) asymptotically converge to the leader's states, i.e., our proposed algorithm (5) can tolerate arbitrary communication delay without regard to the coupling weights and the control parameters.
From Theorem 1, if interconnection topology has more directed edges from agents to the leader and less links between agents themselves, and the coupling weights between agents and leader are higher, the agents can achieve delay-independent asymptotic consensus more easily. (6) , and the interconnection topology is shown in Figure 1 ) andσ 2 =σ(
Example 1. Investigate a multi-agent network with four agents and a leader given by
) in (11) are shown in Figure 2 .
From the condition (9) in Theorem 1, the agents converge to the leader's states without any relationship with the communication delay (see, Figure 3 ). However, the condition (9) does not hold for any coupling weights and interconnection structure. In topology 1, if the coupling weights from agent 1 and agent 2 to the leader are chosen as b 1 = 0.5 and b 2 = 0.8, andσ 1 andσ 2 are shown in Figure 4 . Obviously, the condition (9) does not hold, and we find that the communication delay that the system (6) can bear now is τ < 1.46(s) through numerical simulation. Moreover, if the interconnection topology of four agents and a leader is described in Figure 5 , and we choose the same coupling weights and control parameters as above. Then, it is found that the condition (9) can not hold with arbitrary coupling weight b 2 . 
Delay-Dependent Consensus Criterion
Theorem 2. Assume that the agents in system (6) without communication delay converges to the leader's states asymptotically. Let
where
. Then, all the agents in system (6) converge to the leader's states asymptotically, if
i.e.,
holds for ω ∈ R.
Proof. Under the assumption that the agents without communication delay converge to the leader's states asymptotically, the roots of following equation
all lie on the open left half complex plane, so we obtain rank(L + B) = n.
Rewrite the Equation (8) as follows
e., p(s) has no zeros at s = 0. When s = 0, the Equation (15) equals
The feedback diagram corresponding to the Equation (16) is illustrated in Figure 6 . Using the linear fractional transformation, the diagram in Figure 6 can be equivalently transformed into the form shown in Figure 7 , where M 2 (s) is defined in Equation (12) . The characteristic equation of the closed-loop system in Figure 7 is Figure 6 . The diagram of the Equation (16) . By computing, we obtain
Because max ω∈[0,+∞) |
1−e −jτω jω | < τ, from the condition (13),
holds for all ω ∈ R. Based on small gain theorem, therefore, det(I + (
1−e −mτs s + γ)
1−e −τs s M 2 (s)) is non-singular for Re(s) ≥ 0, i.e., the roots of the characteristic Equation (17) all lie on the open left half complex plane. Hence, the agents in system (6) converge to the leader's states asymptotically.
Remark 5. For the interconnection topology that has the leader as a globally reachable node, the condition (14) in Theorem 2 always gives a criterion to calculate the delay bound for the multi-agent systems (6) , but does not have special requirements on topology structure, coupling weights and control parameters.
Remark 6. Obviously, the positive integer m in the compensations has different impacts on the conditions (9) and (14) respectively. The condition (9) is independent of m, while the largest delay value in (14) decreases when m increases.
Remark 7.
For n agents (6) , delay-independent condition (9) can be applied firstly. If (9) does not hold, then, we use the delay-dependent condition (14) to obtain an upper bound of the delay value.
Example 2. Consider a multi-agent system composed of four agents and a leader given by (6) . For simplicity, we choose the interconnection topology 2 in Figure 5 . In addition, coupling weights are a 12 = 1.5, a 24 = 0.3, a 32 = 1.4, a 41 = 0.9, a 42 = 0.6, b 2 = 0.8, the control parameters are κ = 1.5, γ = 0.8, and m = 2. Example 1 has shown that delay-independent condition (9) (14) in Theorem 2, we get that the agents in system (6) can reach the leader's states asymptotically if τ < 0.2461(s) (see, Figure 8 ). To our delight, the leader-following consensus algorithm (5) 
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a delayed-compensation leader-following consensus algorithm for second-order multi-agent systems to track a dynamical leader asymptotically under communication delay. Our proposed algorithm includes the position and velocity consensus coordination parts in asynchronously-coupled form, and the compensations related to the delayed neighboring agents' states are just added into the position coordination part. Based on frequency-domain analysis, we obtain delay-independent and delay-dependent sufficient conditions, respectively, for the second-order agents converging to the dynamical leader's states asymptotically. Although the delay-independent condition does not hold for the agents with arbitrary interconnection structure and coupling weights, it sufficiently proves that delayed-compensation algorithm in asynchronously-coupled form can tolerate much higher communication delay than synchronously-coupled algorithm. The delay-dependent sufficient condition provides a criterion to calculate an upper bound of communication delay, and it is very interesting that choosing proper delay value of the compensations can yield different delay robustness for our proposed algorithm. However, the results herein are just for the second-order multi-agent systems with static interconnection topology and identical communication input delay, and the consensus conditions are just sufficient and a little conservative. Hence, our future work will focus on proposing some proper analysis methods to obtain less conservative consensus conditions for the second-order multi-agent systems under switching topologies and distinct communication delays.
